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Brain Activity During PK and Facial Recognition Tasks - Research
with Near Infrared Spectroscopy Results:
We have challenged the most difficult theme; study on teleportation. Subjects of our study are
famous Chinese psychic sisters Mrs. Qiang Wang (W004) & Mrs. Ping Wang (W003). We
asked them to move pills on an electric balance without touches. Moreover, we measured their
brain blood flow using functional near infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) during the task.
Unfortunately, we did not succeed to observe the teleportation phenomena. Moreover, we had a
difficulty to execute further studies because Wang sisters claimed that the teleportation task was
too difficult for them although they succeeded teleportation tasks in their young age. They had
seldom conducted typical psi experiments recently and their recent practices were non-contact
healing chiefly. Therefore, we changed the master plan of the study and measured their present
bio-PK abilities.
We have two quantitative measuring methods for non-contact healing (a kind of bio-PK). One
of them is the gas measurement method, and the other is the biophoton method. We used the
gas measurement method, and tried to measure spatial distribution of potential of healing power
which is generated around a healer. Results, we succeeded to obtain very interesting data. It
was suggested that;
1. A wave-like potential distribution is generated around a subject during a healing task.
2. The potential has symmetry with anisotropy between front-backward and left-rightward
direction.
3. The fundamental equation of healing (bio-PK) phenomena is a second order differential
equation which is similar to the Schrödinger equation.
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